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Making digital lending simple

nimoindustries.com

Nimo is a powerful, end-to-end 
digital lending platform that 
automates the complete  
lending experience. 

We deliver your full product 
lifecycle from enquiry to loan 
managed and specialise in same 
day enquiry to settlement.

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 1

Build your online lending capability in stages

Technical excellence, the competitive edge

Why Nimo?

Choose your platform tier, and we’ll work with you at your pace and deliver all 
digital assets white-labelled to your brand. 

We make it easy for you! Our platform works and is easy to adopt however we are more than just a 
platform. Embracing collaboration, simplicity and exceptional user experience, the Nimo team provides 
pragmatic financial industry insights and digital domain experience to transform your origination process.

We get it right first time for you and your customers.  

Starter: Create white 
labelled online forms, 
application management 
studio & white labelled 
customer portal

Standard: Starter with  
CRM/core banking 
integration, digital ID, bank 
statements, SEO conversion  
tracking and live chat

Dynamic: Standard features 
with auto-decisioning 
including all digital data 
sources, bureau and loan 
management, integrated 
loan documentation and 
settlement

Custom: Same as 
Dynamic with digital 
advisory, consulting and 
customisation services

Contact us to 
arrange a demo

team@nimoindustries
1300 81 82 80

ABN: 13 637 513 154

Alternative options
A standalone, white label, SaaS platform Adapting legacy or creating purpose built systems

AWS 100% cloud based and industrial strength compliance Mixed architecture, cloud and servers, requiring 
additional services and support

True end-to-end solution, Origination and Core Banking Part solution, resulting in fragmented systems  
and workflows

Pre-built process automation already configured  
to suit lenders processes, policy and procedures.

Rules based case mgt build, others build as  
they go approach.

Rapid deployment Slow to implement and deploy

Streamlined data collection and decisioning one single  
data lake

No single data model, data passed off and 
mapped from one system to another

Nimo integrations pull data Other platform integrations push data

No middleware Middleware required

No third party platforms required Third party platforms required

Modern language, no code Old cumbersome, complex code and language

Specialist in FinTech in Austraiia Generalist software developers
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Unlocking a frictionless digital lending experience

The benefits of Nimo

Whether it’s collecting customer data online, or automating an end-to-end online 
lending process across multiple product categories, Nimo is built to make the entire 
process wonderfully simple for you, your customers, members and brokers.

Nimo has all the functionality and integrations you need already built in,  
so you can choose what you want to use and when you want to use it. 

Get started in days
Nimo is an out of the box, standalone platform  
which makes it easy to get up and running and easy  
to use, so your team isn’t caught up in a lengthy 
discovery and build process and can focus on  
digitally servicing your customers.  

Create customer-friendly experiences
Crafted with human-centred design and informed 
by research, data, and collaboration with industry 
partners, you’ll have a lending platform that’s 
optimised for ‘real’ people.

Increase operational efficiency 
Streamline each step of the loan application  
journey and improve data quality so applications  
can be submitted right first time, lowering the  
cost to originate. 

Enable same day lending
An easy to use customer portal and a fast ‘time to 
yes’, mean your customers can go through the entire 
lending process from initial enquiry to receiving  
money in the bank in one day.

Integrate into your systems
Nimo provides APIs that automatically connect to  
your core banking platform, CRM and other 
applications and ecosystems. With 20+ integrations 
already built-in, simply plug us into your tech stack  
and we’ll be compatible with both your existing and 
future applications.

Reduce regulatory risk
Regulatory and compliance requirements are  
built in to Nimo, so you’ll always meet customer  
loan serviceability assessments.

Deliver technical excellence 
We build with innovative, clean code and as a 
standalone platform, Nimo is not beholden to other 
platforms or legacy systems. Well architected for 
financial services, 100% serverless by AWS’s leading 
ADI cloud security experts with storage in Sydney 
region ensures data sovereignty, bank grade security 
and proven industry compliance with ISO27001,  
SOC2, APRA CPS234. 
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